
A WORD OF

POSSIBILITIES



BUILD YOUR OWN 
LOCKBLOX
LockBlox is a modular system, which you can use to put together

your own vending machine. The Lockblox has a cooled (Breeze)

and uncooled (Smart) version, which can also be delivered in a

combined version. You can choose from a wide variety of different

box/door sizes this makes sure that there is a right door for every

product. The door can be delivered with a window or closed. The

modules can be connected to each other and then they can be

connected to a central payment module. This allows you to create

your own Lockbox machine.

THINK BIG, START SMALL
The modular setup gives you the possibility to start with a 

small Lockblox, which you can expand later by simply 

connecting new modules. This makes you able to keep your 

starting investment low and to increase it when necessary.



SMART
Smart is the uncooled version of the LockBlox, which

is ideal for the sale of i.e. tuber vegetables, cabbage,

eggs  or  other  food and non-food related  products.

The  foundation  of  the  Smart  is  the  W12-module

which  rests  on  four  legs,  which  makes  it  easy  to

place next to each other or in a corner setup.  The

W12-module is suited for every type of door (see the

page to the right). The payment unit for the Lockblox

is always incorporated in the W12-module and can

be placed either in the right or the left of the module
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BREEZE

The cooled Lockblox Breeze is eminently suitable for

the issue of perishable feed, flowers or medicine. The

Breeze comes in twee module sizes, the W6 and the

W8. In the door scheme that is shown you can look

up which doors are suitable for which type of module.

The payment module can always be found on the M
M

righthand side, because this also offers space for the
cooling unit.
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COOLING UNIT

There’s  a  choice  of  twee  types  of  cooling  units,

depending on the number of modules that you want

to be cooled.

»»  Cooling unit L: max. length modules total 240

cm (= 4 modules W6 of 3 modules W8)

»»  Cooling unit XL: max length modules total

420 cm (= 7 modules W6 of 5 modules W8) W6 BREEZE W8 BREEZE PAYMENT MODULE BREEZE

+ COOLING UNIT.



142,5 x 136 mm 142,5 x 236 mm 142,5 x 336 mm

32x in module W8 16x in module W6 16x in module W8

455 x 236 mm 455 x 336 mm

6x in module W6 6x in module W8

205 x 236 mm 205 x 336 mm

12x in module W6 12x in module W8

BOX
DIMENSIONS

330 x 336 mm
8x in module W8

FOR EVERY
PRODUCT A

BOX

GENERAL DIMENSIONS

Width (in mm) Smart Breeze

Payment module 600 (built-in) 600 (right)

Module W6 - 600

Module W8 - 800

Module W12 1220 -

Closing piece 60 (2x) 60 (1x left side)

Box depth (in mm) 500 390

Height x width (in mm) 1830 x 550 2030 x 550

*Boxes H12W3 en H12W4 only available for LockBlox Smart modules

705 x 236 mm
8x in module W12*

705 x 336 mm
6x in module W12*

455 x 536 mm
3x in module W6

VASE HOLDERS

Especially  available  for  long  cut

flowers are two types of vase holders

for the boxes with width W3 and W4.

The  first  type  of  holder  (with  the

orange vase) is suitable for all places,

except for the box at the bottom.



BOX LIGHTING
For a perfect showcase of your

products,  you  can  choose  for  LED-

lightening per box. The lighting for the

box will be enabled when you place a

product in the box. When a product is

taken out the lightening in the box will

automatically switch off, so the client’s

attention will only be directed towards

the full boxes. When the box is refilled,

the lightening will of course be switched

on again

COULD YOU SHOW US
YOUR PRODUCTS?

DOOR WITH PLEXIGLASS
The Lockblox Smart doors are made with 8 mm plexiglass as a

standard. In the Breeze version, however, the plexiglass windows

are mounted in a frame of rigid foam and the doors contain a rubber

sealing.

CLOSED DOOR
If there is no need for any visibility of the products in the LockBlox,

you can choose for closed doors. Once chosen for this option, the

plexiglass will not be included, but the Breeze doors shall be isolated

and provided with a rubber sealing.

GIVE IT YOUR OWN LOOK & FEEL
Decorate your LockBlox vending machine with your own stickers to

make it stand out even more.



A UNIQUE TOUCH
LockBlox is equipped with a 7-inch touchscreen display

with a user-friendly Graphic User Interface (GUI). The GUI is

intended to make the sale as quick and simple as possible.

After the Client has entered their box number, the price and

a picture of the chose product will appear and the product

will automatically be added to their shopping card. Then the

client can add another product or to checkout immediately by

putting cash in the machine or by starting a PIN-transaction.

After the payment, the machine shall indicate which box will

be opened.

15.6 INCH TOUCHSCREEN

Besides the 7-inch screen, you could also option for a 15-inch

touchscreen display. With this bigger display, you can choose SELECT-15 GUI
from two different GUI’s, the Select-15 and the FIFO-15. The

Select-15 has the same possibility as the 7” to choose the box

number and put it in the shopping cart. However, the Select-15

gives your client a better touch-experience, clearer images,

use of your own logo on every screen and a more extensive

stock-menu

FIFO-15

With the FIFO-15 products cannot be chosen based on box SELECT-7 GUI

number, but the client can select a product on the screen.

The screen can display 12 products at the same time, but the

scroll-function gives you the opportunity to add more products

to your screen. Based on the First-In-First-Out principle the

machine will decide which box shall open. This way the first

product that was filled van always be the first to be issued and

you can always guaranty your client’s fresh products.

This option is only available in combination with a 15.6” display.

FIFO-15 GUI



SHOPPING CART

The shopping cart-function offers your client

the  possibility  to  do  multiple  purchases  in

only  one  transaction.  Your  client  will  be

assisted  quicker  and  your  machine  will

sooner be available for you next client.

REFILL MENU
Fill  easily  by  only  opening  the  empty  boxes,  or  all,  or  per  unit.

Everything is designed to make your life easier.

OPTIONS

VOLUME DISCOUNT
Do you  want  to  be  able  to  give  your  clients  discount  when they  buy

several products? You can, with this additional function. You can fill in the

minimum  number  of  products  that  you  desire  with  the  appropriate

percentage reduction. As soon as, your client fills their shopping cart with

these product, the discount will show up directly and nicely settled.

CLICK & COLLECT
The 15.6-inch touchscreen offers you the possibility to collect orders.

The client will get a special code and with this code they can collect

their order from the locker. The order will be places in a box that is

selected by you and will not be available for the unrestricted sales.

Your client can pay in your web shop while making the order or they

can pay when colleting the order with the LockBlox.

This option is only available in combination with a 15.6” display.

CLICK &
COLLECT

REFILL BUTTON
You can open the stock-menu with a special code on the display. If you,

however, prefer to be able to do this with a button that is only available

with a key, there is also an option to get the refill button with a magnet.

ANTI-CONDENSATION AIR CURTAIN
When there is a vast temperature difference between the temperature

outside and that in the LockBlox, there is a chance that there will occur

some  condensation  on  the  locker  doors.  For  the  Breeze,  we  have

developed  an  air  curtain  that  blows  away  the  condensation.  This  is

available for both the 60 and the 80cm modules.

FUTURE PROOF
Because of the use of an intelligent mini-board PC the machine is

future proof. Developments are going fast and therefore we can use

it to keep on developing new functions or payment  functions,  that

could also become an available option  for  you.  This way you will

always be up to date with your Lockblox.

REFILL MENU 15.6 INCH



HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
PAY?
LockBlox supports several payment systems that can also be combined.

CASH
With a cash-payment you can choose from a coin exchange system combined with

a banknote reader. The coin exchange system except all types of euro coins (ex.

€0,01 and €0,02) and gives change in return. The banknote reader is an expansion

on the coin system and accepts denominations from €5, - until €50, -.

CONTACTLESS PAYMENT
With contactless payment you offer your client the possibility to pay sums up

to €25, - in a quick and user-friendly way. You can choose from two different

NFC-payment systems, Payter and Nayax.

PIN, CREDITCARD & CONTACTLESS PAYMENT

With this payment possibility you can offer the most possibilities to you clients and it

is the safest way of payment. All transactions will immediately be credited to your

bank account, so you don’t have to deposit your money anymore.

INTERNAL PAYMENT SYSTEMS
Besides aforesaid payment systems we can also include (internal) payment

systems based on QR-codes or RFID-tags in your Lockblox, on request. Ask

for our possibilities and terms.



VENDING WEB

The online platform VendingWeb offers you the possibility

to manage your  LockBlox from a distance by using your

PC, tablet or smartphone. On every moment of the day of

course. By using VendingWeb you could i.e.:

»» See your sells and profits per day, week, month or 

every desired period.

»» Add or adjust product (prices, images and product 

names/descriptions)

»» Recent stock in the LockBlox

REMOTE
MANAGEMENT

»» Supply advices

»» Manage Click & Collect order

»» See transaction data

»» Events and malfunctions



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Smart Breeze

Voltage (V/Hz) 230V/50Hz 230V/50Hz

Power (Pmax) 150 W 1100 W

with LED lighting (Pmax) 280 W 1380 W

Max. # modules 10 modules 5 modules

Max. # boxes 512 boxes 160 boxes

Installation height On hardened On a platform

surface of min. 20 cm

NEW

CONNECTION WITH SLAVE SPIRAL VENDING MACHINE
Add a spiral machine to your LockBlox and offer a huge variety of products to your

customer. No need to buy additional payment systems and touch screens, just use

the ones that are already in the LockBlox. That is a great cost saving for you and still

you are able to expand your offerings. Optional you can choose for a cooling unit, lift

system and/or  electronic  price  rails.  These electronic  prices change automatically

when you change the product price in vending web and activate it on the LockBlox.

7”

LAYOUT BASIC

7-INCH TOUCHSCREEN, COIN SYSTEM AND

PREPARATIONS FOR BANKNOTE READER AND

CONTACTLESS PAYMENT UNIT

15.6”

LAYOUT PRO

15.6-INCH TOUCHSCREEN, COIN TAKING,

BANKNOTE READER AND PIN SYSTEM

(INCL. CONTACTLESS PAYMENT)



MIN. 45 CM

PREVENT TURBULENCE, TAKE CARE OF

CONDUCTION OF THE WARM AIRFLOW OPTIMISE INPUT AND OUTPUT OF AIR

Make sure that the cooling can get fresh air from

the air outside. De output of warm air on the top

is preferred to go directly to drainage outside as

soon as possible.

CONDUCTION OF WARM AIRFLOW
When the warm air cannot be disposed on the

top, the warm airflow should be guided over to

the left side of the machine or the backside if

this is possible

MAX. 30 CM*

* i.c.m. with LockBlox Smart a height of 21 cm is 
advisable

INSTALLATION TERMS - LOCKBLOX SMART & BREEZE

»» Place the machine on a flat surface

»» There should be a stable internet connection available. The solving of malfunctions caused by a bad

internet connection are not covered by the warranty. The Lockblox should be fully protected against

influences of the weather after it is placed.

INSTALLATION TERMS - LOCKBLOX BREEZE
»» Place the machine on a platform with a maximal height of 30 cm.

»» Make sure that the machine gets fresh air from the air outside the building or canopy.

»» On the top needs to be enough space (min. 45 cm) to guarantee the output of warm air.

»» If the warm air is not able to leave the building or canopy, make sure that there is a good conduction of

airflow. (Use a curved plate or discharge channel from min. 30 cm cross section, for example).

»» The performance and duration of the cooler is for a large par determined by optimal in- and output of air.

Prevent air turbulence and recirculation of warm disposed air.

»» The emitted  temperature and cooler  specifications  are  measured in  a stable  ambient  temperature of  18

degrees.  Direct  influences  of  weather  and  changed  ambient  temperature  can  influence  the  attainable

temperature for the cooler. Therefore, rights cannot be exercised to the aforementioned specifications.



Managing Director 
enrico.palazzoni@tcssrl.com

   Mobile +39 335 56 18 977


